Why do some authoritarian governments repress political opposition more aggressively than others? Repression plays a key role in shaping the nature of political competition and longer-run prospects for democratization. Yet, despite renewed focus on the formal institutions of authoritarian rule, the coercive underpinnings of these regimes remain an understudied topic in comparative politics.

In this article, I investigate variation in political repression within the subset of non-democratic regimes known as kleptocracies. In kleptocratic regimes, the ruler and his inner circle of advisers exploit their public positions to illegally extract private fortunes for themselves and their families. This article presents a paired comparison of two such regimes from post-Soviet Eurasia: Georgia under President Eduard Shevardnadze and Kazakhstan under President Nursultan Nazarbayev between 1995 and 2003. Georgia and Kazakhstan embarked on independent statehood in 1991 with the same set of political, economic, and social institutions inherited from the USSR. In each, a former first secretary exploited his nomenklatura connections to regain or retain power after independence. After initial political maneuvering, both constructed authoritarian regimes of a similar type, characterized by personalist rule, uncompetitive elections, and high corruption. They also faced formidable challenges from capitalist opposition groups in the mid-1990s, following market reforms. However, these regimes responded with repression of varying intensity. In Georgia, the government pursued relatively mild repression against the capitalist opposition, involving verbal and legal harassment. In Kazakhstan, the government engaged in more aggressive campaigns against such groups, involving violence, criminal prosecution, and imprisonment.

Why would two such similar regimes pursue different approaches to dealing with their political opponents? I argue that within kleptocracies, variation in state policies towards the capitalist opposition can be traced to differences in the sources of rulers’ illegal wealth. In Georgia, ruling elites amassed fortunes through the collection of bribes from domestic entrepreneurs. Consequently, government officials tolerated political mobilization by those
entrepreneurs in an effort to continue extracting illegal revenue. In Kazakhstan, foreign companies paid bribes in exchange for access to the country’s natural resources. This revenue source allowed Kazakhstan’s rulers to pursue aggressive repression against the capitalist opposition without jeopardizing their accumulation of illicit profits. In making this argument, I draw on a diverse set of sources, including sixty-five original interviews conducted with government officials, opposition leaders, and political analysts in both countries.2

Comparative analysis of these cases contributes several key theoretical insights. First, this argument advances a new perspective on politics in highly corrupt regimes. Recent work has highlighted the negative consequences of pervasive corruption.3 However, the level of graft cannot explain this divergence in political repression; corruption was widespread in both Georgia and Kazakhstan. These cases demonstrate that the source of corrupt earnings matters in explaining political outcomes. The findings bear particular relevance for arguments about the kind of political institutions that result in such regimes. Contra Acemoglu and Robinson’s claim that extractive economic institutions are “synergistically linked” to exclusionary political institution, I find that this relationship is conditional on the nature of this extraction.4 Under certain circumstances, even a predatory ruler faces incentives to construct inclusive political institutions.

Second, the study contributes to current debates over whether corruption undermines or reinforces the integrity of authoritarian regimes. Traditional accounts suggest that state officials’ pursuit of illegal wealth signals a breakdown of political authority. Other scholars have challenged this view, demonstrating that corruption can be a central tool for strengthening authoritarian control.5 The argument developed here suggests that this outcome is influenced, in part, by the source of rulers’ illegal wealth. Specifically, the extraction of informal payments from external sources, such as foreign oil companies, may be more compatible with the development of robust authoritarian institutions than the extortion of bribes from society. These findings imply that the regime-insulating “rentier” effects of externally-generated revenue extend beyond official rents and formal state institutions.

Third, by unpacking the mechanisms of repression, this study clarifies how and when coercion is deployed in non-democratic regimes, and to what effect. Leading theories attribute variation in autocratic coercion to rulers’ ability to repress, based on their organizational capacities and concern about international sanctions against such tactics.6 However, as described below, the security services in both countries were strong enough to engage in the type of repression under study, and neither faced significant international pressure against deploying such repression. With these factors held constant, the comparative analysis of Georgia and Kazakhstan focuses attention on rulers’ motives and the circumstances in which rulers would choose to engage in or abstain from harsh repression.

Repression and the Coercive State

This article examines how governments respond to the founding of opposition parties and movements by capitalist elites. Rulers in Georgia and Kazakhstan faced this similar
decision point at the same time. After market reforms, wealthy businessmen and senior policymakers in both countries mobilized to challenge the political status quo. In Georgia, the capitalist opposition included Industry Will Save Georgia and the New Rights party, established in 1999 and 2001, respectively, by business elites who had made fortunes in the new market economy. They were joined by Western-educated and reform-minded politicians and economists, who defected from Shevardnadze’s government to form the United National Movement in 2001 and the Burjanadze-Democrats in 2003. In Kazakhstan, the Republican People’s Party of Kazakhstan (RNPK) was organized in 1998, led by Akezhan Kazhegeldin, a wealthy entrepreneur and former Prime Minister. In 2001, the country’s most prominent businessmen and government officials mobilized to found the Democratic Choice of Kazakhstan (DCK) movement.

The nature of these opposition groups was similar across the two cases. At inception, these were elite-led organizations composed of wealthy entrepreneurs, former policymakers, and technocratic elites. They put forth similar platforms based on political and economic reforms, including strengthening political institutions, protecting property rights, and enacting market-friendly policies. These movements also operated in similar socioeconomic contexts. Opposition groups are more likely to attract popular support within highly unequal societies, during economic recession, or when citizens are highly taxed. In 1995–2003, Georgia and Kazakhstan shared similar levels of inequality, economic growth, and taxation.8

Faced with this shared threat, rulers in Georgia and Kazakhstan responded with markedly different forms of political repression, defined as the state’s use of coercive actions against political opponents, undertaken for the purpose of “imposing a cost on the target as well as deterring specific activities and/or beliefs perceived to be challenging to government personnel, practices or institutions.” I particularly focus on the coercive measures taken against individual party leaders, as they play a crucial role in coordinating popular discontent and overcoming the barriers to collective action in non-democratic regimes. This is especially true in post-Soviet Eurasia, where political organizations are highly personalized, and mass mobilization is more often elite-led than grassroots-driven. In such circumstances, targeting repression to opposition leaders is an effective means of suppressing such groups at minimal cost, especially when undertaken in the early stages of a group’s formation.10

In Georgia, the state pursued relatively mild repressive measures; opposition leaders were subject to sharp criticism and isolated legal harassment, but they did not suffer systematic violence, sustained prosecution, or long-term imprisonment. The Georgian president issued public rebukes of his capitalist opponents—suggesting, for example, that they had “peculiar morals”; that their political activities were “anti-constitutional”; and that they represented “another attempt to sow destabilization.” Tax inspectors launched a brief investigation into one opposition leader. Yet, these efforts were limited. The security services did not use violence against opposition activists, nor did prosecutors seek to imprison them. The Ministry of Justice legally registered each of these parties.
In Kazakhstan, however, the state responded much more forcefully; such severe repression involved systematic and aggressive coercive actions—such as violent assaults, prolonged criminal prosecution, and lengthy prison sentences—that produced serious long-term consequences for the victims. Prosecutors in Kazakhstan charged opposition leader Akezhan Kazhegeldin with a misdemeanor offense for attending the meeting of an unregistered organization—thereby barring him from competing in national elections. Tax authorities also launched a far-reaching investigation into his business dealings, culminating in a conviction and ten-year prison sentence for tax evasion and money laundering. Other RNPK leaders were victims of violent attack. By 2001, the party had all but dissolved as leaders resigned their positions, citing “weariness with the official harassment.” DCK leaders faced similar consequences. Individual members were arrested on politically motivated charges; several spent time in prison. Two party leaders were later killed. As an organization, the DCK had difficulty registering with the Ministry of Justice and was eventually banned for posing a threat to national security.

What might explain this difference? One possible explanation lies in the sheer coercive strength of the state: perhaps Georgia’s government would have repressed as rigorously as Kazakhstan’s if it had possessed the capacity to do so. This hypothesis is a potent one in this particular comparison: Georgia experienced civil war that fractured the coherence of the state in the early 1990s, while Kazakhstan did not. However, Shevardnadze unified the Georgian state and substantially rebuilt the coercive apparatus after assuming executive office in 1992. He co-opted the civil war-era militias into the security services and systematically purged the warlords from their positions of power. Moreover, most employees in the security sector were holdovers from the Soviet period. Shevardnadze previously served as Minister of Internal Affairs and maintained long-standing personal ties to the ministry: “When he came back to power in the new system, his comrades were still there. He had informal contacts with people within the ministry so he could keep better control.” Finally, he constructed a system in which corruption incentivized state officials to defend the status quo. Positions within Georgia’s repressive agencies—including the police, security services, tax inspectorate, and judiciary—were extremely lucrative and highly coveted, because they afforded privileged access to illegal revenue streams. Within the coercive apparatus “every part of the system was interested in keeping the system working” by repressing serious challenges to the regime.

A second alternative explanation might trace this outcome to differences in each state’s risk of sanctions from the international community, yet neither country faced particularly sharp international rebuke for conducting repressive strategies internally. The region’s natural resources provided both regimes with leverage against foreign pressure. Kazakhstan directly controls massive oil and gas reserves, while Georgia holds strategic importance as a transport corridor for these resources. Consequently, the West softened its criticism of both governments.

In short, Shevardnadze and Nazarbayev both possessed the capacity and the autonomy to pursue known opposition activists. I suggest that what varied between
these two cases was the rulers’ will to repress, rooted in their shared kleptocratic nature but divergent sources of illegal wealth.

A Theory of Kleptocracy

Kleptocratic regimes are those autocracies in which the ruler and his inner circle of advisers—collectively referred to here as “ruling elites”—exploit public office to illegally enrich themselves and their families. Kleptocratic regimes may be identified according to three criteria. They are (1) personalist regimes with (2) high levels of corruption where (3) ruling elites have amassed a large private fortune while in office. Within the larger category of autocracy, personalist regimes are constructed around the individual ruler; other political institutions, such as the military and ruling party, do not exercise independent decision-making power.18 The circle of ruling elites in such regimes typically extends to cabinet ministers, deputy ministers, special advisers, and important regional governors. With the permission of the ruler, these top officials may be allowed to enrich themselves. Operationally, I use the Geddes-Wright-Frantz dataset to identify personalist autocracies. I measure corruption using the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI). States rated less than 3.0 within the ten-point index are considered highly corrupt.19 I draw on global corruption NGOs, investigative reports, and international news media to assess rulers’ wealth accumulation.

Based on these measures, there were thirty-two kleptocracies in the world in 2000–2010, accounting for over one-third of all autocracies in existence at that time.

Table 1 Cases of Kleptocracy in 2000–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-Communist Eurasia</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Asia</th>
<th>Middle East</th>
<th>Latin America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (until 2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia (until 2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these measures, there were thirty-two kleptocracies in the world in 2000–2010, accounting for over one-third of all autocracies in existence at that time.
Across the category of kleptocracy, however, lies significant variation in the sources of rulers’ illegal fortunes. Some kleptocrats extract bribe revenue from their own citizens. Ruling elites can extract illegal rents directly by demanding informal payments from wealthy entrepreneurs in exchange for privileged access to state contracts, relief on commercial taxes, or permission to conduct business activity. They also may benefit indirectly. State officials at lower levels of government often collect bribes from smaller businesses, the aggregate profits of which accrue to ruling elites indirectly through profit-sharing “corruption pyramids.” In both instances, domestic society serves as the source of rulers’ illegal wealth.

In contrast, other kleptocrats build their illegal fortunes on private payments from foreign actors. This is particularly common in those resource-rich countries where kleptocratic rulers exert de facto control over the country’s hydrocarbon and mineral deposits. Resource-rich kleptocrats can extract bribes from multinational oil companies—in addition to the official purchase price—in exchange for granting ownership, exploration, or extraction rights. Such bribes are front-loaded at first; the payment is completed before initial contracts are signed. However, shrewd kleptocrats can threaten to renegotiate these contracts at regular intervals, effectively converting upfront bribes into an ongoing source of revenue.

I contend that this distinction between domestic versus foreign sources of bribe revenue creates diverging incentives when it comes to dealing with the capitalist opposition. The causal mechanism that I propose focuses on the extent to which these leaders perceive domestic economic growth to be key to their ability to extract private rents.

Kleptocratic rulers seek to maximize their long-term personal profit through the continued accumulation of illegal wealth. However, much like Mancur Olson’s metaphor of the stationary bandit, society-reliant kleptocrats reap the greatest long-term profits through continued growth in the domestic economy. It is in society-reliant kleptocrats’ interest to protect citizens—especially those who generate considerable economic growth—in order to engage in ongoing revenue extraction. Over the long run, these rulers will be able to accumulate greater aggregate wealth through bribes and kickbacks if they leave citizens with incentives to continue engaging in revenue-generating activities. This includes refraining from harsh repression: “Since all of the settled bandit’s victims are for him a source of tax payments, he also has an incentive to prohibit the murder or maiming of his subjects.”

These incentives become particularly acute when leaders of the major opposition groups are private businessmen or former government officials. Parties of the economic elite have financial resources and insider knowledge to credibly challenge the regime. Yet, for those rulers who extract their fortunes from domestic citizens, the leaders of these parties are also a critical source of illegal rents. As managers of the country’s most profitable businesses, entrepreneurial elites typically pay the biggest bribes. Their companies also serve as major employers and the engines of economic growth. Similarly, former policymakers have the technical expertise that a kleptocrat needs, especially if they were previously involved in formulating economic policy or
market-supporting institutions. Severe repression is thus likely to cut into society-reliant kleptocrats’ long-term bribe revenue. Citizens who are dead or in prison cannot contribute to the economy; the opportunity costs are higher when those citizens have specialized knowledge and experience. Fear of aggressive repression also raises the possibility of brain drain and capital flight. Capitalist opponents under threat are likely to liquidate their companies, move their business investments offshore, and flee abroad. Society-reliant kleptocrats are financially better off if they keep these businessmen and technocrats safe and invested in the domestic economy, regardless of their political activities.23

In contrast, resource-rich kleptocrats have less concern for long-term domestic economic growth. With access to foreign bribes, they can accrue illegal wealth regardless of how the domestic economy performs. Such rulers face incentives more similar to Olson’s roving bandit, who behaves with little regard for the future productivity of society. Moreover, while domestic capital is likely to flee repression, foreign capital will not.24 In the pursuit of extraordinary profits, foreign companies, especially in the resource sector, are likely to continue investing in resource-rich economies despite state-sponsored violence. Thus, resource-rich kleptocrats can repress even wealthy economic elites without jeopardizing their accumulation of illegal rents.25

The argument is summarized in Figure 1. By this logic, the revenue-maximizing intensity of repression will vary between these two types of kleptocrats. Rulers who build their fortunes on bribes from society will pursue lower intensity repression compared with rulers who collect bribes from external sources.

The influence of illegal revenue streams on the treatment of capitalist opposition can be seen through the contrasting cases of Georgia under President Eduard Shevardnadze and Kazakhstan under President Nursultan Nazarbayev. Both regimes qualify as kleptocratic between 1995 and 2003.26 Corruption was pervasive in each, with average CPI scores

---

**Figure 1** The Argument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of bribes</th>
<th>Importance of long-term economic growth for illegal rents</th>
<th>Intensity of repression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Georgia:</strong></td>
<td>Internal (Private citizens)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kazakhstan:</strong></td>
<td>External (Foreign companies)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of 2.1 (in Georgia) and 2.4 (in Kazakhstan) for these years. Significant evidence suggests that ruling elites used their positions to extract huge private fortunes, but the source of their illegal fortunes varied, creating divergent willingness to aggressively repress the capitalist opposition.

**Domestic Bribes and Mild Repression in Georgia**

**Source of Bribes: Domestic Society** Within Georgia’s kleptocracy, ruling elites relied on domestic society for their illicit income. Georgia’s natural resource endowment is negligible. Instead, Shevardnadze’s family and top government officials extracted their illegal fortunes from private citizens. By the early 2000s, Georgia had the highest levels of domestic bribery of all the post-Soviet countries. Experts estimate that the amount of bribes collected annually by Georgian officials totalled between 75 and 105 million USD, nearly 20 percent of government income.

Ultimately, the profits of these corruption pyramids accumulated to cabinet ministers and to the Shevardnadze family. The Shevardnadze family oversaw “all large-scale business in Georgia” and derived their wealth from “embezzlement, contract-fixing and colossal bribes.” As one analyst noted, “if one wants to establish a big business in Georgia, he needs to find a common language with the family of the President.” Wealth accumulation within the Shevardnadze family was concentrated among three main clans. The first, led by Shevardnadze’s nephew, Nugzar Shevardnadze, benefited from the import of consumer goods. Shevardnadze’s son-in-law, Gia Jokhtaberidze, headed a second group that was active in telecommunications. The third group, led by Guram Akhvlediani, the father of Shevardnadze’s daughter-in-law, controlled shipping through the port of Poti.

Shevardnadze actively protected his family’s accumulation of illegal wealth, though there is little evidence that he demanded bribes himself. Internal government memos from this period demonstrate that he maintained up-to-date knowledge about his family members’ illegal business dealings and worked to forestall any interruption to their revenue streams. Investigative journalists who exposed corruption within the Shevardnadze family routinely received angry phone calls and harassment from the president’s wife. In public statements, Shevardnadze also refused to act against the family’s self-enrichment, commenting: “As regards [sic] relatives suspected of involvement in corruption, I have already said that there is no country whose president can control his relatives, especially if the president has a wide circle of relatives. This is practically impossible.” As one analyst noted, “the illegal business activity of the Presidential environment represented an interest of Shevardnadze himself.”

Beyond the Shevardnadze family, the extraction of bribes transcended different sectors of the economy and spheres of influence within government. Within each sector of the economy, high-level government officials acted as patrons to “protect” the markets within their jurisdiction. For example, the Economic Minister controlled export licensing: “If someone wanted to export scrap metal, he paid thousands of dollars to the
minister of the economy. The size of the bribe depended on the volume of the export. Moreover, within each ministry, state officials who collected bribes were required to share a portion of their bribe revenue with their superiors. This process was pervasive: 64 percent of public officials admitted to passing on a portion of their bribe revenue to their supervisors. Bribe-sharing was also institutionalized: for example, within the Ministry of Internal Affairs, each person could keep one-third of the bribe profits and transfer two-thirds of the money to his superior. This process of sharing illegal revenue repeated itself up the administrative hierarchy, with profits becoming consecutively larger as they aggregated upwards to ruling elites. In addition to sector-specific patrons, entrepreneurs were extorted for illegal payments by the tax and regulatory agencies; businesses paid bribes to avoid formal taxation or to reduce the size of their bills.

Criminal prosecutions pursued after Shevardnadze’s ouster in the 2003 Rose Revolution hint at corruption’s prevalence. Shevardnadze’s son-in-law, Gia Jokhtaberidze, paid 15.5 million USD to prosecutors to avoid charges of tax evasion. Sulkhan Molashvili, who served as Chief Auditor and headed the government’s anti-corruption council, was charged with misappropriating millions and coordinating the Shevardnadze family’s illegal revenue streams. Other Shevardnadze-era officials charged with major financial crimes included Davit Mirtskhulava, energy minister; Alexander Kartozia, education minister; Vladimir Sanadze, deputy education minister; Merab Adeishvili, Transport and Communications minister; Akaki Chkhaidze, chief of national railway; David Kirvalidze, Minister of Agriculture; Davit Shervashidze and Khuta Mamaladze, deputy ministers of agriculture; Shota Meparidze, chief of forestry; and Valerie Vashakidze, Minister of Refugees and Accommodation.

Shevardnadze’s Political Opponents The reliance on domestic society for bribes made Shevardnadze and his advisers reluctant to crack down on wealthy opponents. Business elites who had made fortunes in the new market economy began to organize politically in the late 1990s. The Industry Will Save Georgia party was established in 1999 to lobby for the protection of the Georgian manufacturing sector. The New Rights party was established in June 2001, when several businessmen elected to parliament in 1999 defected from the ruling party. A second wave of capitalist opposition arose from the “young reformers” wing of the ruling Citizens United Georgia (CUG) party. The first to defect was the Minister of Justice, Mikheil Saakashvili, who announced the founding of his opposition party, the United National Movement, in October 2001. The speaker of parliament, Zurab Zhvania, resigned from government the following month, followed shortly by Nino Burjanadze. In 2003, Burjanadze and Zhvania allied to form the opposition Burjanadze-Democrats.

The leaders of these parties were engaged in more than just political activities: they were also the country’s leading economists and owners of the most profitable companies. Through their financial holdings and economic expertise, opposition leaders played an important role in generating economic growth, and thus providing illegal revenue for government officials.
**Parties of the Business Elites** The founders of Industry Will Save Georgia and New Rights parties were some of the most successful entrepreneurs in Georgia. Between 1995 and 2003, Georgia’s economy grew an average of 6 percent annually, achieved largely through growth in the industrial and service sectors. The politicians of the new business elite had deep connections in those sectors—and in some cases, headed the individual companies—that were responsible for much of this growth. The Industrialist party was headed by Gogi Topadze, owner of Kazbegi Brewery, while New Rights was co-founded by Levan Gachechiladze, owner of Georgian Wine and Spirits. New Rights also gained endorsement from President of the TBC banking group, Mamuka Khazaradze. TBC was among the leading financial institutions in Georgia at the time and operated the Borjomi mineral water company. These enterprises together constituted a major portion of Georgia’s beverage industry, which in turn made up 5 percent of GDP and the largest single share of manufacturing outputs during this period. As one expert suggested, beverage production represented “the greatest single exception to the generally dire situation of Georgian industry.” The second co-founder of New Rights was David Gamkrelidze, founder of Aldagi, Georgia’s largest insurance company. In 1994, the company was granted a sectoral monopoly; Aldagi became the sole insurer of private vehicles and the transit of commercial goods in Georgia.

These were the sorts of profitable enterprises within the formal economy that government officials extorted for large bribes. Bribes were a necessary part of doing business in Georgia. In 2002, 74.2 percent of commercial enterprises reported that they were expected to make informal payments to public officials in order to “get things done.” The size of a bribe was calculated as a proportion of the company’s revenue; more profitable enterprises were extorted for bigger payments. Thus, tax collectors routinely waived companies’ tax bills in exchange for a bribe of 30 percent of the amount owed. With very profitable companies, bribes were formalized as profit-sharing schemes. For example, Aldagi allegedly secured its insurance monopoly through ongoing kickbacks to the Minister of Internal Affairs.

**New Reformers** The new reformers played a different role in the generation of bribe revenue for Shevardnadze’s government. They were not entrepreneurs. Rather, they were the country’s specialists on market capitalism and rule of law. These young, Western-educated technocrats were experts on how to create market economies, secure property rights, and foster long-term macroeconomic growth. Before joining the opposition, Mikheil Saakashvili served as Georgia’s Minister of Justice, having trained in the U.S. at Columbia Law School and George Washington University School of Law. In the 1990s, he was chairman of the parliamentary committee that oversaw the creation of a new electoral system and independent judiciary. Nino Burjanadze held a doctorate in international law and had spearheaded several parliamentary committees on constitutional reform and foreign relations. The group also included economic experts, such as Mikheil Machavariani, former Minister for Taxes and Revenues, and Zurab Noghaideli, former Minister of Finance.
These technocrats held the macroeconomic and legal expertise on which Georgia’s long-term growth depended, and which was in short supply across the post-Soviet region during the 1990s and early 2000s.

**Linking Illegal Wealth and Repression** Because Georgia’s ruling elites depended on illicit payments extracted from society, they were not willing to undertake the risks of repressing capitalist opponents. Shevardnadze responded to the founding of capitalist opposition parties with nasty comments and public criticism. Tax authorities launched an audit into the business records of Gogi Topadze, founder of Industry Will Save Georgia. The Supreme Court ordered him to pay 3 million USD in overdue taxes—a charge which he publicly disputed. Authorities also put financial and legal pressure on media outlets associated with the opposition, but the government did not physically harass, violently attack, or seriously prosecute the leaders of the opposition. When asked about the movement of business elites into opposition politics, Shevardnadze perfectly captured the Georgian government’s laissez-faire approach, responding simply: “Let it be on their conscience.”

The light repressive tactics aimed at the capitalist opposition contrasts with the government’s treatment of other, more marginal opposition groups that did not generate significant bribe revenue. The Zviadist movement—who supported Shevardnadze’s deposed predecessor, Zviad Gamsakhurdia—was composed of poor citizens, with few assets or specialized knowledge. Despite their frequent attempts, they were not allowed to register, their protest attempts were consistently dispersed, and they were banned from contesting elections. Because they challenged the regime but were not economically profitable, they faced more severe repression.

Shevardnadze outlined the logic of the stationary bandit over various occasions, highlighting the importance of entrepreneurs for economic growth and tax collection, while also reassuring them that they and their investments were safe in Georgia. Although Georgian politicians readily acknowledged the pervasiveness of corruption among state officials, high-ranking officials rarely admitted to engaging in rent-seeking behavior themselves. While governing officials did not explicitly link their mild repressive response to their desire to reap illegal wealth, they did articulate a strong economic interest in keeping business elites—and their associated capital and expertise—invested within Georgia, despite their political activity.

Many of Shevardnadze’s statements focused on the role of entrepreneurs in maximizing official state revenue. In a 2001 speech, he noted, “Georgia’s state budget is made of hundreds of millions of dollars. Where does the cash come from? [...] The treasury gets cash mainly from the wealth built through private initiative in private enterprises and private businesses.” He further exhorted wealthy Georgian entrepreneurs, regardless of political affiliation, to:

invest his profit in immovable property, build houses, if he wishes, create some other wealth and so on. A normal businessman will, indeed, invest the major portion of his income back into business and try to expand his enterprise, thus enriching the public wealth.
Taken at face value, these comments convey concern about the official budget, but in the context of the impressive rate at which public officials converted tax bills into personal bribes, they also suggest an interest in generating illegal private profits.

Shevardnadze also emphasized that any anti-corruption efforts would not come at the expense of existing property rights or the well-being of wealthy entrepreneurs: “I will not permit the fight against corruption to turn into, as they say, witch-hunting, an excuse to violate human rights, or a brake impeding the development of businesses and the banking system.”51 On another occasion, he reiterated, “The fight against corruption should not grow into social vengeance. We must refrain from promoting [a] social feud.”52 Although the Georgian government was under strong pressure from international donors to fight graft, Shevardnadze affirmed that he had little intention of disrupting the status quo.

Foreign Bribes and Severe Repression in Kazakhstan

Source of Bribes: Foreign Companies In Kazakhstan, ruling elites had access to informal payments from foreign companies, yielding a very different set of incentives. Domestic bribery existed in Kazakhstan: a majority of firms during this period reported that they made informal payments to public officials.53 Yet, the large informal payments made by foreign companies, who sought access to the country’s immense hydrocarbon deposits, overshadowed domestic bribery.

Kazakhstan’s territory is rich with oil and gas. Under Soviet rule, rights to the republic’s oil and gas fields were held by the central government in Moscow. By the 1980s, the Kazakh republic contributed between 7 and 9 percent of Soviet oil production, ranking it second among the republics behind Russia.54 Today, the country’s oil and gas fields include some of the biggest in the world; its oil reserves exceed 30 billion barrels and its gas reserves total 85 trillion cubic feet. The Kashagan field, discovered in 2000, is the largest oil field outside the Middle East. The Tengiz field is the world’s sixth largest oil field. The Karachaganak field is among the world’s largest deposits of gas condensate.55

With the dissolution of the USSR, the rights and management of these resources transferred to the newly sovereign state of Kazakhstan. The government pursued an aggressive plan to sell off ownership and development rights to foreign-owned companies. Two transactions have come under particular scrutiny. The first, concluded in 1993, established TengizChevroil, a joint venture between Chevron and the Kazakh state oil company with exclusive rights to develop and operate the Tengiz field. In the second deal, in April 1996, the government sold half of its shares in TengizChevroil to Mobil for approximately 1 billion USD. Further ownership and production-sharing deals, also worth billions of dollars, were concluded with foreign consortia in subsequent years.56

Foreign court proceedings and investigative journalism shed light on how Nazarbayev and his inner circle used their control over these oil and gas fields to
enrich themselves. Many early deals were brokered by James Giffen, an American merchant banker hired to advise the Kazakh government on oil sector development. In a 2003 indictment, U.S. prosecutors alleged that Giffen passed a total of 78 million USD in bribes from foreign companies to Nazarbayev and then-Minister of Oil, Nurlan Balgimbayev. Oil companies seeking to do business in Kazakhstan were asked to cover the fees incurred by the Kazakh government to Giffen’s company. Giffen then skimmed money from those payments and dispersed kickbacks to Nazarbayev and Balgimbayev. In other cases, Giffen instructed oil companies to deposit payments into escrow accounts at Swiss banks, which in turn were diverted into private accounts associated with Giffen, Nazarbayev, and Balgimbayev.

Mobil Oil’s 1996 buy-in to the Tengiz field is illustrative of this dynamic. In the fall of 1995, during discussions over Mobil’s potential investment, Nazarbayev reportedly demanded that the company buy him a new Gulfstream jet, provide funds for tennis courts to be built at his home, and donate several trucks with satellite dishes to his daughter’s television network. Mobil officials did not comply, but the company made a “goodwill payment” of 5 million USD to Giffen’s company to secure exclusive rights to buy into Tengiz. Mobil also granted an unsecured loan to an assetless shell company, of which 1 million USD was diverted to Balgimbayev’s private account. In total, between August 1995 and May 1996, Mobil paid Giffen a total of 51 million USD in fees to his Citibank account in New York—more than half of which was passed on to private accounts held by Nazarbayev and Balgimbayev. Giffen also used these accounts to pay 36,000 USD towards the maintenance of Balgimbayev’s family home in Massachusetts; to purchase 30,000 USD in fur coats for Nazarbayev’s wife and daughter; to buy a speedboat for Nazarbayev; and to cover 45,000 USD in Swiss boarding school tuition for Nazarbayev’s daughter.

Other members of Nazarbayev’s inner circle have been implicated in these kickbacks as well. In 2007, the American company Baker Hughes confessed to paying a total of 5.2 million USD in bribes to unnamed executives at KazakhOil, the state oil company, in order to secure oil services contracts. Separately, Timur Kulibayev, the president’s son-in-law and a major figure in Kazakhstan’s oil and gas industry, was investigated for his role in the sale of state hydrocarbon assets to a Chinese oil company. Kulibayev was accused of taking a 166 million USD bribe from CNPC in exchange for selling a large stake in AktobeMunaïgas, Kazakhstan’s fourth largest oil producer, at a reduced price. Legal investigations were conducted in both Kazakhstan and Switzerland, though charges were dropped in both countries. Nonetheless, Wikileaks releases capture concerns articulated by a senior official at the state oil company over what that official dubbed Kulibayev’s “avarice for large bribes” from foreign enterprises.

Nazarbayev’s Political Opponents Kazakhstan’s rulers did not need domestic economic growth for their illegal wealth, and so were increasingly willing to face the economic consequences of repressing capitalist opponents. In Kazakhstan, two capitalist opposition parties were founded in 1995–2003. The first was the Republican People’s Party (RNPK), established in 1998 and led by Akezhan Kazhegeldin, a wealthy
entrepreneur and former Prime Minister. In 2001, a second opposition party emerged with the creation of the Democratic Choice of Kazakhstan (DCK). The DCK movement was established in November 2001 by a group of prominent businessmen and senior government officials.

As in Georgia, the leaders of these opposition parties were among the country’s biggest entrepreneurs, most forward-thinking technocrats, and leading experts on market reforms. The RNPK’s founder Kazhegeldin was one of Kazakhstan’s leading industrialists and the architect of Kazakhstan’s post-Soviet economy. Trained as an economist, Kazhegeldin served as an enterprise manager in Kazakhstan’s industrial north before co-founding the Semei industrial conglomerate, one of the earliest commercial enterprises in Kazakhstan. As Prime Minister, he implemented sweeping reforms, including privatizing small and medium enterprises and constructing market-supporting institutions. The government also founded Kazakhstan’s stock exchange and pioneered management contracts to bring investment into the largest factories during his tenure. These reforms had far-reaching effects. The share of small firms in private hands rose from 27.3 percent in 1993 to 100 percent in 1997. The private sector’s contribution to GDP increased from 10 percent to 55 percent over the same time period. In these early years of economic restructuring, “tens of millions of dollars were invested in Kazakhstan that might otherwise have been withheld, as a result of the management contracts pioneered by Kazhegeldin’s government.”

The founding members of DCK were directors of Kazakhstan’s largest commercial banks and biggest financial industrial conglomerates. Mukhtar Ablyazov owned Turan-Alem (later BTA) Bank, among many other assets, through his massive Astana-Holding company. He also served as chair of Temir Bank and Minister of Power, Industry, and Trade. Nurzhan Subkhanberdrin was director of Kazkommertsbank. A third DCK signatory, Bulat Abilov, founded Butya-Kapital, an investment firm that had been “the largest single actor” in the purchase of state-run enterprises. Other DCK signatories included Galymzhan Zhakiyanov, managing director of Semei industrial group; Tolegen Tokhtasynov, head of Alel financial investment firm; and Nurlan Smagulov, founder and president of Astana Motors, the country’s main manufacturer and importer of cars.

These entrepreneurs were joined by senior government officials and influential economists. Oraz Dzhandozov was Minister of Finance and former head of the National Bank of Kazakhstan. He directed the country’s macroeconomic strategy, including relations with international financial institutions. Kairat Kelimbetov was Dzhandozov’s deputy; he had drafted Kazakhstan’s official ten-year plan for economic development. Alikhan Baymenov was Minister of Labor and Social Protection. Previously, as head of Kazakhstan’s civil service, he had enacted far-reaching bureaucratic reforms, including competitive selection for administrative posts and meritocratic promotion procedures. Others were regional governors. Zamanbek Nurkadilov was governor of the country’s financial capital Almaty. Galimzhan Zhakiyanov served as governor of Semipalatinsk and, later, Pavlodar. During his tenure, the regions “became a testing ground for social and economic reforms.”
If Nazarbayev and his inner circle had relied on domestically sourced bribes, these opposition figures—as bankers, industrialists, and economic policymakers—would have been critical for rulers’ continued accumulation of illicit wealth through production and growth. One newspaper editorial noted the unique value of the DCK organizers, stating: “Against the backdrop of the remaining ‘swamp’ of Kazakhstan’s elite, the DCK founders were ‘intelligent, eloquent and principled.’” Nazarbayev acknowledged as much. When reappointing Oraz Dzhandosov as Finance Minister in 2000, Nazarbayev promised that Dzhandosov would “ensure the stability of the country’s economic development and maintain the tempo of economic growth.” He added that Dzhandosov was “the most well-prepared of Kazakhstan’s economists, is well-known in international financial institutions, a reformer by nature who knows what he wants.”

**Linking Illegal Wealth and Repression** However, Kazakhstan’s kleptocrats faced different incentives with regard to the opposition. Ruling elites did not depend on domestic economic growth for their illegal wealth and thus were willing to aggressively repress wealthy opponents. RNPK leaders faced violent assaults and criminal prosecution. Several RNPK leaders were physically attacked, including the party’s press spokesman, its public relations adviser, and a party representative who was nearly killed. Tax authorities launched a multi-year investigation into Kazhegeldin’s financial affairs. Kazhegeldin fled abroad in 1998; at the time of his trial, he did not appear to have remaining financial investments in Kazakhstan. He was found guilty of corruption-related charges and sentenced in absentia to ten years in prison.

After DCK was established in 2001, Nazarbayev made it clear that his first priority was suppressing the capitalist opposition and that he was willing to risk brain drain and capital flight to achieve this objective. He publicly warned that economic elites—as well as their associated investments and expertise—were welcome in Kazakhstan, but only up to a point. Nazarbayev announced, “We need them [entrepreneurs]—both large businesses and especially small and medium-sized businesses . . . but they should not interfere either directly or indirectly, through their people in power, in taking political decisions.” At another point, the president actively encouraged opposition leaders to leave the country. In a loosely veiled reference to the DCK, Nazarbayev declared, “All those who say everything is bad and that we have corruption, that we have this and that, only cheat Kazakh citizens. We should get rid of them. Let them go to Kyrgyzstan . . . Is it clear?”

DCK leaders’ safety became contingent on abstaining from opposition politics. Those entrepreneurs who renounced the DCK were rewarded. Just days after Nazarbayev’s public ultimatum, Yerzhan Tatishev, a DCK leader and chairman of BTA Bank, issued a public statement abandoning politics: “The very decision to join [DCK] was originally taken by all banks somewhat spontaneously. Taking part directly or indirectly, through managers, in various political movements is not correct with respect to the professional form of business.” Nurzhan Subkhanberdin also resigned from DCK and retained control of Kazkommertsbank. Kairat Kalimbetov quickly removed himself from political debates; he was subsequently appointed Minister of Economic and Budget Planning.
Those who did not exit opposition politics faced systematic repression. Bulat Abilov was investigated for embezzlement and tax evasion. In 2004, he was charged with criminal libel and fined 38,000 USD for insulting a member of parliament. In 2002, Galimzhan Zhakiyanov was sentenced to seven years in prison for embezzlement and abuse of office during his time as governor of the Pavlodar region. He was pardoned and released in February 2006. Mukhtar Ablyazov was sentenced to six years in jail on similar charges; he was pardoned in 2004. For Ablyazov and Zhakiyanov, staying out of politics was a condition of their release.76

DCK leaders responded to this political repression by liquidating their companies, moving their business investments offshore, and fleeing abroad. Abilov dissolved his investment fund, Butya-Kapital, in December 2004. In an open letter to shareholders, he said that his decision was motivated by the fact that the government was putting pressure on his business, as a result of his political activities.77 Ablyazov moved to Moscow after his release in 2003 and invested millions of dollars in British real estate assets.78 Zhakiyanov relocated to the United States and redirected his financial investments to China and Mongolia.79

The DCK founders had publicly cautioned about the potential consequences of repression. This was articulated most explicitly by Bulat Abilov, who described the charges against Zhakiyanov and Ablyazov as “a real strike at both major and medium-sized businesses in Kazakhstan.” He announced, “I know many businessmen who are now thinking of taking their businesses out of Kazakhstan. They believe that continuation of economic repression in relation to any businessman is possible... they are negotiating the sale of their companies here and have already started to work out ways of transferring their businesses to Russia.”80 However, the government refused to change course. Nazarbayev responded by declining to intervene in the DCK trials, stating, “The court will say whether they are criminals or not. Far be it for me to judge anybody.”81 In a regime in which the judiciary is not independent from the executive, this refusal to stop the proceedings effectively green-lighted the oppositionists’ conviction.

In other settings, the desire to extract bribe revenue might discourage rulers from repressing political opponents, especially those with considerable wealth or those who are key to growth and production. However, Kazakhstan’s rulers accumulated personal wealth not from society but from the country’s natural resources. As one person explained in one of my interviews, “the political elite got rich off of oil and privatization deals; there is little business otherwise.”82 The source of kleptocratic accumulation thus shaped the extremely repressive approach that the government took towards political opposition.

Conclusion

The comparative analysis of Georgia and Kazakhstan suggests that, in kleptocratic regimes, the source of rulers’ illegal revenue bears political consequences. In Georgia,
where ruling elites amassed wealth from domestic entrepreneurs, regime figures faced a trade-off between promoting long-term growth and repressing their political opponents. Georgia’s kleptocrats had to tolerate the capitalist opposition in an effort to encourage economic activity and thus maximize their revenue from bribes. Resource-rich rulers in Kazakhstan faced no such choice. They could pursue aggressive repression without jeopardizing their accumulation of private rents.

This theoretical framework sheds new light on broader patterns of corruption and government-opposition relations across post-Soviet Eurasia. In Russia, the regime has been described as a “corrupt autocracy” that “operates more as a kleptocracy than a government.” Putin’s government has centralized control over the natural resource sector, pursuing direct and indirect ownership over the resource sector, as well as bribes from the oligarchs, governors, and state officials who preside over the sector. Access to these illegal payments has enabled Kremlin officials to crack down against politically minded oligarchs. A similar story has played out in oil-rich Azerbaijan. By contrast, the resource-poor kleptocracies of Eurasia—including the governments of Kyrgyzstan and Armenia—have granted capitalist opponents significantly more leeway to organize. This variation suggests that there is broader generalizability beyond the cases under consideration.

These insights also generate policy implications. The analysis of resource-rich kleptocracies implies that programs monitoring official resource revenues, such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, are necessary but insufficient for addressing corruption in the extractive industries. These programs will be only partially successful without corresponding measures to ensure transparency in the awarding of licenses and contracts. The study also calls attention to the need for programs, such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in the U.S., to hold foreign bribe payers to account. More generally, the study of kleptocracies underscores the limitations of principal-agent models in the formulation of anti-corruption initiatives. Kleptocratic regimes are distinguished precisely by their lack of “principled principals.” When rulers themselves are corrupt, anti-corruption reforms targeting lower-level agents are unlikely to alter these dynamics.
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